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ABSTRACT: Nowadays the identity theft is increased. The Fingerprint Based Biometric System is have a great 

importance in secured system The Forgets violate them by Presenting Fabricated attempts For example. Artificial 

Fingerprint s are made by silicone molds, gelatin and play-doh these materials are may be illegally used for identity 

frauds by malicious users This process is called spoofing. Some of the existing Methods using Handcrafted descriptors 

have been implemented for assuring user presence it gives the low accuracy rate in recognition. The proposed method 

used Discriminative Restricted Boltzmann machine to recognize Fingerprint accurately against Fabricated materials for 

spoofing 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The  continuous development of information technology, biometric technology has become an important part of safety-

related applications, such as public security crime investigations, access control systems, government identity 

certification, and terrorism prevention or detection. The most widely used biometric technology today is fingerprint 

identification  

one of major challenges confronting biometric systems isthe rapid threat of malicious actions. The most of malicious 

actorsuse a common type of presentation attack, known as ‘‘spoofing” todefeat biometric systems. The main goal of 

presentation attackis impersonating target victims that have the desired authorization. It happens when intermediate 

spoofing forgers intentionallyguess that identity of unsuspecting individuals via steal victim’sfingerprints, tampering 

them with a certain legal material todefraud fingerprint recognition based systems Failure to prevent fingerprint 

spoofing forgeries on devicesmay compromise confidential information in many applicationssuch as video surveillance 

biometric identification and faceindexing in social media . This issue motivates researchers toemploy countermeasure 

techniques and combined them into thebiometric based systems to beat such forgery. 

II .OBJECTIVE 

The main contributions ofour method are attempts to distinguish real fingerprint images from fake Ones and analyzes 

the image consistency based on scaled androtated ROIs. Based on these ROIs features, we propose adeep 

discriminative model for training detection. We introduce two main techniques: DRBM and DBM used in the proposed 

method identify representation of real and forged fingerprints. 
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III. LITERATURE SURVEY 

This project presents Biometrics is the automated recognition of individuals based on their biological and behavioral 

characteristics such as fingerprints, face, iris, gait, and voice. The use of fingerprints as a biometric attribute has been 
extensively discussed in the scientific literature, and a variety of techniques have been developed for 
performingfingerprint recognition. Fingerprint recognition systems have been incorporated into an umber of forensic, 

civilian, and commercial applications .Given its widespread usage, researchers have analyzed the vulnerability of these 

systems to different types of adversary attacks, including finger-print obfuscation and impersonation. Fingerprint 

obfuscation  refers to the deliberate alteration of the fingerprint pattern (e.g., cutting or burning the fingertips) by an 
individual who wants to avoid being recognized by the system. For example, a person on a watch list may attempt to 

modify his or herfingerprint pattern to prevent being matched against his or her entry on the watch list 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The propose  method to determine fake fingerprintsregarding spoof forgeries were used in authentication based 

systems, we adapt multiple features called deep features whichextracted from images such as, Deep Boltzmann 

Machine (DBM). The main benefit of DMB is that its layered architecture helpsto investigate a complex relationships 

between features andenables deep learning of high detailed features of data. Extractingfeatures from the input image 

based on Deep Neural Networks aidsto understand data in depth. DBMs are probabilistic deep learningthat copes with 

complex patterns impressively by extractinghighly detailed features from the image. It is suitable for tasks inwhich the 

patterns might not be easily detected or forged. Resultson the Cross Match dataset show that our technique 

achievesgood results with comparison to handcrafted based methods, theresults show high detection rate regarding 

spoofing attack. Themotivation of using deep learning features includes: 

1) Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) adapted in manyapplications such as image classification and medical 

imageinvestigation and pattern analysis to solve various learningproblems. 

2) Restricted Boltzmann Machines typically developed toextract features and build a self-contained framework 

forgenerating competitive non-linear classifiers. 

3) We introduce RBM algorithm that introduces a discriminantfactor to RBM training. 

V.APPLICATIONS 

The system provides a secure and hassle free way to start and stop vehicle engine user just need to scan finger to start 

the vehicle. No need to carry any key. The system only allow authorized users to start the vehicle. users can first 

register into the system by scanning fingerprint recognition 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

To achieve a perception of these three fingerprint benchmarks, various parameters in our method have been adjusted to 

give agood results 
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Using the 10 ROIs from the original input fingerprint in the training DBM model, significantly makes the 

proposedmethod robust against missed or damaged ROIs of the inputimages. Furthermore, it gives a high accuracy 

detection rate when the size of the trained data is suitable in the dataset. The 10patches of input image show that, the 

size of trained data is increased to achieve about 0.95 accuracy rate. 

 

Accuracy rate of the proposed method on cross match dataset computation cost of the proposedmethod for a single 

tested image is 45 s when we test images onItaldata dataset. Each step is given individually. Fingerprint preprocessing 

step for one image required 0.2 s and fingerprint deep features extraction required 10 s. The DBM training consumed 

30 sand KNN classifier required 4.8 s. Similarly, the total computation time required to test one image on CrossMatch 

is 85 s, which isslower than Italdata and Biometrica due the large blank areas. We have tested three types of spoof 

materials: Wood Glue, gelatin,Play-Doh and 2D-printed ones on the proposed method Comparison shows performance 

evaluation of existing methods compared withour method  

 

Reference Techniques used ACE 

Nogueira Convolutional neural networks3.9% 

Jiang and Xin  Co-occurrence matrix11.00% 

Gottschlich Histograms of gradients.6.7% 

Zhang wavelet features and local binary pattern 2.1% 

proposed method DRBM + DBM 3.6% 
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VII. CONCLUSION 

 

In the proposed method, aftertraining a DBM, suchstructure has employed to extract deep features of the grayscale 

fingerprints. KNN classifier isapplied withthe feature vectors of the ROIs extracted by the DBM to examinespoof 

forgeries. The experiment results demonstrate that the Deep learning model is robust against different kindsof spoof 

forgeriessuch as wood glue, Gelatin and Play-Doh. Deep features are extracted from the real image of grayscale and 

Depth visual structure such as scaled and rotatedpatch ROIs. The performance evaluation of the DRBM + DBM 

method achieved state-of-the-artresults in three public fingerprint recognition benchmarks. However, our method still 

struggling to recognize fake fingerprints withunknown materials.  

 

VIII. FUTURE SCOPE 

 

we need to explore the capability of the proposed method in reducingthe time complexity of deep learning machine. We 

need to extend the method behavior to deal with spatio-temporal features of fingerprint images to explore the liveness 

properties.  
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